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Thanks to the use of native Microsoft Windows API (DirectSound, WaveOut), Audio Sound Suite for.NET can be used with the most common applications written with.NET technologies: this toolkit can make them sound professional, mixing their internal sounds with the quality and volume you expect from any professional audio application.
Audio Sound Recorder for.NET Description: Audio Sound Recorder for.NET is a native.NET component that makes it easy adding sound recording capabilities to applications written with Visual Studio.NET. You can record almost any audio (voice, music, effects, etc.) using its integrated Sound Activation System: when you don't hear any sound,
the recording session automatically stops. Affectation: -Audio DJ Studio for.NET: a collection of more than 50 ready-to-use audio effects (chorus, pitch up/down, distortion, compression/limiter, equalizer, stereo/multichannel panning, audio mixing, etc.) -Audio Sound Recorder for.NET: a collection of more than 100 ready-to-use audio effects
(expander, de-noiser, amplifier, compressor/limiter, equalizer, echo, echo-canceller, insert, loop, rec-pitch, reverb, volume-mute, amp, etc.) -Audio Sound Studio for.NET: a collection of more than 30 ready-to-use audio effects (differentiation, pitch-shift, ratio, frequency-shifter, speaker equalizer, phaser, channel-swap, cross-fader, cross-chord
stereo/multichannel panning, audio mixing, etc.) -Audio Sound Designer for.NET: a collection of more than 60 ready-to-use audio effects (compressor/limiter, matrix-compressor, EQ, gating, echo, equalizer, pitch-shifter, chorus, dynamics, gates, noise gate, compressor-noise gate, limiter, stereo-panning, stereo-multipanning, multichannel-
panning, audio mixing, etc.) -Audio Sound Editor for.NET: a collection of more than 60 ready-to-use audio effects (single effects, pitch-shift, ratio, frequency-shifter, differencer, chorus, spectral-shifter, key-tuner, stereo-equalizer, etc.) -Audio Sound Toolkit for.NET: a collection of more than 30 ready-to
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Audio Sound Kit for.NET (Professional edition): native.NET component that makes it easy adding sound recording and pausing capabilities to applications written with Visual Studio.NET. Thanks to its unique Audio Clip Dictionary, based on a powerful proprietary engine that manages the internal storage of sounds and sound clips, the kit allows
you to access your sounds either by name or by category: you can insert a sound clip by name or by category, you can play sounds by name or by category, you can edit categories or sounds, add a new category or sound, choose the default Sound Clip Trigger, and more. Audio Sound Visualizer for.NET (Professional edition): native.NET
component that makes it easy adding sound playback and visualizing capabilities to applications written with Visual Studio.NET. Audio Sound Visualizer for.NET makes it easy to create interesting effects on sound clips. This helps you to create music, movie, game, speech, special effects, even background music for your application. Using the
Visualizer you can also create your own effects: using its internal "piano roll" you can play one sound at time, or you can play several sound tracks simultaneously. Furthermore, it provides visual feedback and control of the instruments playing on the sound clip: this makes it easy for you to know which sound track is playing on the visualizer, and
to play, stop, pause, and to go to the next or previous track. Audio Sound Visualizer for.NET allows you to place the visualizer controls at the main window of your application, or on a separate window. The components of the visualizer can be configured to open the corresponding sound clip with an embedded configurable track-list, or, in the case
of a "random clip" mode, with a set of selected tracks. The use of the MS-DirectSound3D allows the allocated players to have a separate control over Volume, Tempo, Pitch and Equaliser values. The configurable automatic fader allows you to mix two playing tracks with an accurate fade-in/fade-out. Audio Sound Visualizer for.NET (Professional
edition): native.NET component that makes it easy adding sound playback and visualizing capabilities to applications written with Visual Studio.NET. Audio Visualizer for.NET (Professional edition): native.NET component that makes it easy adding visualizer capabilities to applications written with Visual Studio.NET. Audio Visualizer for.NET
makes it easy to create visually interesting effects on sound clips 77a5ca646e
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High-performance components that work directly with your sound card or with your CD/DVD player. With very simple controls, you can record almost any audio at very high quality. Native.NET components. Very flexible, so you can record using several formats (WAV, MP3, WMA and OGG Vorbis). Very easy, using just a few lines of code, to
start, stop and pause your recording session. Handles nearly all situations with no problem. Works directly with your CD/DVD player or with your sound card. Supports all the most diffused sound formats (AAC, M4A, FLAC, WMA, MP3, OGG Vorbis, M4B, ALAC, WavPack, OGG Vorbis, MP4, AC3). Supports the Dolby Digital, Dolby E,
Dolby Pro Logic, Dolby TrueHD and Dolby Atmos sound systems. Supports Recording In, Recording Out and the new Line In feature. Supports the most diffused sound encoders/decoders, including the Microsoft Windows Media Player components. Handles the most diffused sound MOD formats. Integrated Sound Activation system. Supports
9200 baud line in rates. Audio Sound Stream Encoder for.NET (Deluxe edition): native.NET component that makes it easy adding sound streaming capabilities to applications written with Visual Studio.NET. Thanks to a set of intuitive-named methods, you will be able to produce sound with "off-the-shelf" sound cards and also with any of the
diffused sound cards and sound cards with sound file playback and mixing capabilities (like: sound cards like those produced by Creative, Digidesign, Ensoniq, Fujitsu, Grado, ION, AKG, Iiyama, Jensen, Marantz, Philips, PMC, QSC, Realtek, RME, Sonos, Sound Forge, Sound Max and Sound Blaster, among others). The most diffused MOD
formats are supported and, if the Microsoft Windows Media Player components are installed on the target PC, this component can also play WMA files and the sound frames of ASF and WMV files. The use of DirectSound allows

What's New in the Audio Sound Suite For .NET?

Audio Sound Suites for.NET are native COM libraries that allow an easy access to all sound playing and recording technologies available in the current Windows operating system. Sound playing methods offer common functions as playing a specified audio file, playing a file sequence, playing a playlist, playing a file using a given player, reading a
file with given properties, playing a file using DirectSound, reading CD tracks and playing audio CDs. Sound recording methods offer common functions as recording a specified audio file, recording a file sequence, recording a file, recording a file with a given player, reading a file with given properties, recording a file using DirectSound, reading
CD tracks and recording audio CDs. The libraries are also able to play FLAC (Free Lossless Audio Codec), WavPack and WMA (Windows Media Audio) files, ASF and WMV (Windows Media Video) files and can support "plugins" for different devices like microphones, MP3-players, line-in jacks and CD players. In addition the libraries offer
full control over the volume, tempos, playback rates and pitch for PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) sound sources and full integration with the Windows Media Player, so that audio files can be previewed and managed also as other WMA files. The libraries will let you record any audio source without any conversion to WAV format: the recorded
sound will be stored directly on disk in formats like WMA, MP3, OGG Vorbis, MP4, WavPack and AC3. By offering integration with DirectSound and WMI (Windows Management Instrumentation), the libraries can automatically start recording the sounds from the devices connected to the computer: this is especially useful to let the library
record sounds from microphones or line-in jacks without requiring the user to add and install the drivers. If the audio device used for playing (or recording) has some specific properties, like volume, pitch and equalization, the SoundRecorder allows the user to access and change these values. The audio files recorded by SoundRecorder will be
stored on disk in the same format as the recorded sounds, and can be exported into several formats (WAV, MP3, WMA and OGG Vorbis) using any audio player. In addition, SoundRecorder can record audio CD tracks and manage the CD browsing: the user can preview tracks and remove them (for example, if the user does not want to listen to
the track anymore). The CD tracks will be stored on disk in the same format as the recorded sound files. The Sound Recorder library has a number of specific features: – a) plug-in API: the library provides an easy way to write plugins (add-ons for the library) to perform all kind of tasks, like storing the track IDs and retrieving the whole
information of a CD by ID, b) Windows Media Player
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System Requirements For Audio Sound Suite For .NET:

DESTROYEES F.A.Q. Burning Rage - The Burning Legion is coming. Our quest for conquest will destroy everything in its path. In preparation for this eventuality, all decent little planets will be imploding into the molten depths of the hellish Burning Maze. Burning Rage is a single-player mod designed to represent the Last War: the war of the
Burning Legion vs the Order of the Cosmic Forge. It is based on and expands the single player mechanics from this mod: Competitive Arena - An interactive campaign
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